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ABSTRACT This paper presents new power analysis attack (PAA) countermeasures for nanoscale cryp-
tographic devices. Specifically, three circuit level architectures called partial decoupling architecture, full
decoupling architecture, and randomized switch box architecture are developed and analyzed. The architec-
tures’ primary feature is the use of on-chip nMOS gate capacitors as intermediate power storage elements
to decouple the power supply from internal low-power modules processing sensitive data. The proposed
countermeasures are algorithm independent and allow different tradeoffs between security protection and
the incurred overheads. Test benches of the proposed architectures were simulated in 65-nm TSMC CMOS
technology. A correlation PAA was performed for each test bench targeting a custom implementation of
the advanced encryption standard subbytes operation. All architectures were found to resist the correlation
PAA at the power supply, with the more complex architectures also offering protection against invasive
attacks. The success value indicator was used to analyze the effectiveness of the countermeasures. It was
found that all architectures provided a negative value at the power supply, showing protection against PAAs.
We demonstrate that the use of nMOS gate capacitors can help to increase security and present a feasibility
analysis focused on the needed decoupling capacitances.

INDEX TERMS Data encryption, hardware security countermeasures, power analysis attacks, security.

I. INTRODUCTION
Modern day embedded systems contain a variety of functional
modules specialized for specific tasks. Due to the growing
importance of data security as a design metric [1]; many
systems include a cryptographic module in order to process
secure data. While the inclusion of a dedicated cryptographic
module serves to enhance data security, there are still ways
for an attacker to compromise the security of the device
by indirectly extracting the secret key used for encryption.
Passive and non-invasive, or side-channel, attacks make use
of leaked information obtained from real-time observation of
a device as it processes secure data. Leakage targets for side-
channel attacks include power consumption [2], [3], timing
[4], and electromagnetic (EM) emanation [5]. These attacks
are a threat to a variety of devices, such as smart cards,
which implement cryptographic algorithms ranging from the
simple Tiny Encryption Algorithm (TEA) to the more com-
plex Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) algorithm. The
AES algorithm is commonly used as a benchmark target for
both attacks and countermeasures [3], [6]–[10]. The TEA
is a lightweight cipher used for low-power systems such as
Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) enabled devices and

Wireless Sensor Node (WSN) network devices [11]–[13].
Furthermore, new research is being performed on side-
channel attacks and countermeasures targeting complex
platforms supporting cloud computing [14] and mobile com-
puting [15].
This paper develops three circuit level architectures

designed to provide protection against Power Analysis
Attacks (PAA) [16] for modules handling secure data in small
and large systems. PAA are a form of well-known side-
channel attacks which exploit the power consumption of a
device. The main technique employed by all three architec-
tures is the use of on-chip capacitors to act as intermediate
energy storage elements. The capacitors are used to decouple
the power supply from internal modules handling sensitive
data. The new proposed architectures in this paper are a partial
decoupling architecture, a full decoupling architecture, and a
randomized switch box architecture. Each architecture offers
protection at the power supply pin while being simple to
integrate into an existing design without the need to alter
existing modules. The architectures allow a designer to bal-
ance the level of increased security with trade-offs in design
complexity, area and power consumption overheads.
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Section II of this paper briefly presents related background
information including a brief overview of the Differential
Power Analysis (DPA) attack and Correlation Power Analysis
(CPA) attack procedures, explanations of the target cryp-
tographic modules used in the simulated test benches, and
existing countermeasures from literature. Section III demon-
strates the vulnerability of the unprotected modules to the
CPA attack. Section IV outlines the developed architec-
tures. Section V presents the initial simulation results for all
architectures from CPA attacks performed on both traces
collected at the power supply and traces from the internal
capacitors. Section VI contains our conclusions.

II. BACKGROUND
Statistical Power Analysis (StPA) attacks are a well-
researched form of PAA. In a StPA, an attacker applies sta-
tistical evaluation methods to collected traces to determine
the value of the secret key [2], [3], [17]. Both the DPA and
CPA are StPA. In this section, brief outlines of the DPA
and CPA are provided, followed by a description of two
possible target algorithms and an overview of several related
countermeasures from literature.

A. CPA AND DPA PROCEDURE
The DPA and CPA both consist of three main phases. In
the first phase, an attacker collects a set of Mi power traces
while the target device processes a set of Ii known inputs.
While power traces aremost commonly collected at the power
supply pin [2], it is desirable to collect measurements as close
as possible to the targeted module when dealing with larger
systems containing multiple power and ground lines [18].

In the second phase, the attacker chooses an internal signal
corresponding to a target operation. The chosen signal should
be a function of both the known inputs, Ii, and the secret key k .
As the internal signal is a function of the secret key, it will
accurately correlate to the measured power consumption only
when the correct value of k is guessed. As a result, all possible
values of k must be guesssed when evaluating the internal
signal.

While the DPA and CPA share the first two phases, the
evaluation method used in the third phase differs. For the
DPA, the attacker uses a selection function to partition the
collected power traces based upon the guessed value of the
targeted internal signal for each key guess. Selection func-
tions vary from simply partitioning the traces based upon the
Most Significant Bit (MSB) to custom functions meant for
attacking specific systems. The selection function used by
an attacker can strongly impact the effectiveness of the DPA
[18]. After the partitioning has been performed, the average
power consumption of each partition is then calculated using

AD (j) =
1
ND
,
∑

i∈SD
PCi (j) ; D = 0, n− 1 (1)

where, AD is the average power consumption of the parti-
tion, ND is the number of traces in the partition, SD is the
set of traces belonging to the partition, and n is the total

number of partition bins. The absolute difference between
the average power consumption of two selected partitions is
then calculated to produce a differential spike. To account for
unknown implementation details, the partitions are evaluated
at multiple time steps over the length of the collected traces,
denoted by j. A large differential spike should be observed
when the correct key value is guessed [2], [16].
While the CPA makes use of the same traces and internal

signal in its evaluation phase, the procedure is different. The
attacker first estimates the power dissipated by the circuit at
the time the target operation is performed as shown in (2):

PCi(j∗) = pc (g (Ii, k))+ error (2)

where, j∗ denotes the time step in which the targeted operation
is performed, with PCi(j∗) representing the corresponding
measured power consumption of the circuit, and pc(g(Ii, k))
is some power consumption model that is a function of the
input Ii and the secret key k . While some error will be
present, the model chosen should reflect the measured traces.
Two common power models used to provide a quick and
reasonable estimate for analysis are the HammingWeight and
Hamming Distance models, denoted by wi [16]. Similar to
how the DPA is influenced by the chosen selection function,
the effectiveness of the CPA is partially determined by how
well the actual power consumption of the device fits the
chosen model [7].
A correlation coefficient ρWH (j) between the measured

power consumption and the calculated estimate is then com-
puted for each guessed key value. Similar to the DPA, the
correlation coefficient is calculated at multiple time steps to
account for unknown implementation details. The calculation
is performed using (3) [3], [17]:

ρWH (j)

=
N

∑
Wi ∗ PCi(j)−

∑
Wi

∑
PCi(j)√

N
∑
W 2
i − (

∑
Wi)

2
∗

√
N

∑
PCi(j)2 − (

∑
PCi(j))

2

(3)

where N denotes the total number of traces. In the case
of a successful attack, a large spike should be observed
for the correct key guess. While the CPA is typically more
robust than the DPA [3], [17], similar countermeasures can be
applied to reduce the effectiveness of both attacks [3]. For the
purpose of this work, the CPA was used to attack the targeted
modules.

B. ADVANCED ENCRYPTION STANDARD ALGORITHM
The AES algorithm supports key lengths of 128, 192, and
256 bits. In this work, the focus will be on the 128 bit
implementation of the algorithm. The initial plaintext input
is 128 bits, which is then represented by sets of 8-bit sub-
blocks organized as a 4X 4matrix. Themain algorithm begins
with an initial XOR between the input plaintext and the secret
key. This is then followed by ten rounds consisting of the
following fundamental operations:
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1) AddRoundKey: An XOR operation between the AES
state and a designated round key. The key for each
round is determined using the initial value of the secret
key and the AES key schedule.

2) SubBytes: The 8-bit sub-blocks of the state are replaced
according to a pre-determined look-up table. The oper-
ation is also commonly referred to as the ‘‘Sbox’’ oper-
ation.

3) ShiftRows: A left cyclical shift of the sub-blocks within
a row. The positions shifted varies by row.

4) MixColums: A linear transformation is performed on
one column of sub-blocks using (4):
S
′

0,C
S
′

1,C
S
′

2,C
S
′

3,C

 =


02 03 01 01
01 02 03 01
01 01 02 03
03 01 01 02



S0,C
S1,C
S2,C
S3,C

 (4)

Rounds one through nine of the algorithm are identi-
cal while round ten omits the MixColumns operation. For
this work, two sensitive functional modules representing
the AddRoundKey and SubBytes operations were created to
implement the initial XOR between a plaintext input and the
secret key followed by the SubBytes operation of the first
round. Both of the modules are designed to operate on one
eight-bit sub-block of the AES State.

The AddRoundKey module consists of two arrays of eight
latches to hold the input values steady followed by an array
of XOR gates to perform the operation. The SubBytesmodule
contains a custom implementation of the Sbox used for the
SubBytes operation. The implementation is organized like a
memory unit, with each cell containing a set of pull-up and
pull-down modules to generate the desired output value. The
implementation is divided into four quadrants. The desired
quadrant, row, and column are all determined based on the
value of the input.

The SubBytes operation was chosen as the CPA target.
A block diagram of the implemented modules may be seen
in Fig. 1.

FIGURE 1. AddRoundKey and SubBytes functional modules.

C. TINY ENCRYPTION ALGORITHM
The TEA was designed with a focus on the development of a
simple, lightweight encryption algorithm that could be easily
implemented on a variety of low-power platforms. As the
TEA uses only standard logic operations and lacks any pre-
determined look-up tables, the algorithm has little set-up time
[19]. The algorithm is designed to operate on 64-bit inputs
with a 128-bit key.
While the number of encryption rounds used in the

algorithm can be varied, a minimum of 16 rounds is sug-
gested. This allows for single-bit changes in the plaintext or
key to spread throughout the final result. In each individual
round, the 64-bit input is split into two 32-bit halves, Input_0
and Input_1, to better accommodate 32-bit data paths.
A series of XOR,Add, and Shift operations are then applied to
both halves to introduce non-linearity and mix the input and
key bits. The datapath for a round of the TEA may be seen
in Fig. 2 [19].

FIGURE 2. TEA datapath.

Key_0, Key_1, Key_2, and Key_3 in Fig. 2 are obtained by
splitting the secret key into four 32 bit sub-keys. To differ-
entiate the rounds a running sum, denoted by Deltai, is used.
The value of Deltai is increased by adding a constant, Delta,
to the sum before each round. While the value of Delta may
be specified by the designer, a constant value of 0x9e3779b9
is used by convention.

D. PREVIOUS RESEARCH ON PAA COUNTERMEASURES
Countermeasures against PAA can be implemented in both
hardware and software. The main strategies employed at the
hardware level are decoupling, minimization, randomization,
desynchronization, and noise insertion. In [20], Shamir pro-
poses a capacitor based decoupling method for smart cards
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using 2 capacitors of order 0.1 µF. An alternative method
discussed in the patent is the use of a single capacitor for
decoupling. The solution provided, however, requires support
for smart card context saving and processor halting during
the charging period of the single capacitor. The decoupling
method in [20] might still be vulnerable to indirect attacks
that monitor cumulative charge. As a result, [21] describes a
voltage control method using a variable capacitor embedded
into the smart card body. The integration of the variable
capacitor proposed, however, can be challenging and bulky.
In [22], Hubert develops a PAA countermeasure based on
a current source and a buffer capacitor. The authors in [6]
present a current equalizer that is implemented using an
array of integrated switch capacitors that provide the supply
current for the sensitive blocks of an AES engine. In [23],
the authors propose a current-injection loop for eliminating
the low-frequency current variations and a low-pass filter
for removing high frequency current variations. In [24], a
simplified decoupling architecture incorporating a switch box
module is proposed. The architecture is presented in the
context of a device’s existing power management system. In
[25], a current flattening technique is used tomaintain a stable
level of current consumption by sensing the current consumed
by the system and injecting current as necessary.

In addition, other PAA countermeasures of varying com-
plexity have been implemented at multiple levels of design
abstraction. For example, in [10], a multiprocessor based
countermeasure is used, in [26], an architecture with a recon-
figurable functional unit is introduced, and in [27] a ran-
domization module is developed. Generally, most hardware
level countermeasures offer increased protection at the cost
of area and power consumption trade-offs from the inclusion
of additional modules or circuit elements.

PAA countermeasures at the gate and circuit level are
another existing alternative. Gate level countermeasures typ-
ically rely on new logic families that attempt to build circuits
with data-independent power consumption by balancing the
power profile of the rising and falling transitions. Examples of
balanced logic families include: Sense Amplifier Based Logic
(SABL) [28],WaveDynamicDifferential Logic (WDDL) [9],
dual-rail circuits [29], MOS Current Mode Logic (MCML)
[30], and logic based on adiabatic and dual rail circuits [31],
among others. Similar to hardware countermeasures, these
altered logic styles offer an increase in security at the expense
of increased area and power consumption. Approaches using
customized cells also necessitate the use of either non-
standard design flows or customized cell libraries in addition
to any trade-offs inherent to the cells themselves.

III. ATTACKS ON UNPROTECTED MODULES
To confirm the vulnerability of the AES and TEA to the CPA,
initial experiments were performed targeting unprotected ver-
sions of the modules shown in Figs. 1 and 2. The selected
AddRoundKey and SubBytes modules were implemented for
the AES algorithm while the full TEA datapath was created.
All modules were developed in Cadence using 65 nm CMOS

TSMC technology and simulated using the Cadence Analog
Environment. Traces were collected directly at the power sup-
ply. A fixed key was used for all encryptions with randomly
generated plaintext values. The results for the AES modules
are presented first followed by the results for the TEA. To our
knowledge, no previous CPA procedure has been presented
in literature for the TEA.

A. UNPROTECTED AES MODULES
The SubBytes module was found to be highly susceptible to
the CPA, with a strong positive correlation for the correct
key value calculated using only 500 traces. The results are
presented in Fig. 3. It can be seen that a high, clear spike is
observed for the correct key value with no other competing
guesses.

FIGURE 3. CPA on unprotected SubBytes module.

B. UNPROTECTED TEA DATAPATH
A slightly more complex procedure was needed to attack the
TEA datapath due to the increased size of 32 bits for each key
block. Due to the time needed to cycle through the collected
traces, an exhaustive search of all 42,9496,7296 possibilities
for a 32-bit key is impractical. As an alternative, it was found
that by starting at the Least Significant Bit (LSB) and dealing
with the key in 8-bit chunks, it was possible to conduct a
feasible CPA using a relatively small number of traces. As
the TEA datapath contains a number of 32-bit additions,
more accurate knowledge of the lower bits allows for a better
estimation of the higher bit values resulting from propagating
carries. For cases where this approach does not produce a
distinct spike for the correct value of the bits being evaluated,
a set of candidate values is generally obtained. Using the
candidate values, the procedure can then be repeated to obtain
more accurate results. An overview of the general procedure
used may be seen in Fig. 4, where g0 contains bits 7 to 0,
g1 contains bits 15 to 8, g2 contains bits 23 to 16, and g3
contains bits 31 to 24.
Using the outlined approach, it was possible to perform a

successful attack using 2000 traces. The initial results fol-
lowing the first round of the approach are shown in Fig. 5.
The results for g0, g1, g2, and g3 are shown in Fig. 5(a)–(d)
respectively. While the correct values were determined
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FIGURE 4. Generalized CPA procedure for unprotected TEA data
path.

FIGURE 5. CPA results for the TEA datapath, first pass.
(a) Results for g0. (b) Results for g1. (c) Results for g2.
(d) Results for g3.

FIGURE 6. CPA results for g2. (a) Results from first pass.
(b) Results using correct candidate key value for g3.

initially for g0 and g1, high competing peaks for g2 and g3
necessitated a second pass. The results from the initial pass
for g2 and the results when using the correct candidate value
for g3 are presented in Fig. 6(a) and (b) for comparison.
A spike is observed for the correct value in Fig. 6(b), which
also helps confirm the candidate value selected for g3. From
this, it can be seen that the proposed procedure allows for a
CPA attack on a block of the TEA key while only searching
a small portion of the key space.

Based on the presented results it can be seen that while a
CPA attack is possible on both unprotected modules, more
decisive results are possible with a simpler procedure and
fewer traces for the AES SubBytes module. As the pro-
posed protective architectures are not algorithm dependent,
this work presents test benches and results using the more
vulnerable SubBytes module.

IV. PROTECTIVE ARCHITECTURES
The main challenges for hardware based PAA countermea-
sures are increased chip area, increased power consumption,
and increased design complexity. In this section, we present
several on-chip PAA countermeasures which use capacitive
elements to decouple the power supply from internal mod-
ules handling sensitive data. The proposed countermeasures
incorporate the principles of decoupling, desynchronization,
and randomization. Each countermeasure is also designed to
be simple to implement and integrate with existing modules.
The countermeasures may also be operated using a high
decoupling frequency to reduce the needed capacitance val-
ues, allowing for the capacitive elements to be implemented
using on-chip NMOS gate capacitors.
The proposed architectures are presented in order of

increasing complexity, beginning with the partial decoupling
architecture followed by the full decoupling architecture and
finishing with the randomized switch box architecture. This
section concludes with a feasibility analysis of the switches
and decoupling capacitors needed by the proposed architec-
tures.

FIGURE 7. General partial decoupling architecture using NMOS
gate capacitors.

A. PARTIAL DECOUPLING
A block diagram of the proposed partial decoupling archi-
tecture using NMOS gate capacitors is shown in Fig. 7. The
main components of the proposed architecture are a protected
cryptographic module, a switching PMOS transistor, MSW , a
total decoupling capacitance, Cd , and a decoupling control
module.
The total decoupling capacitance may be a constant or

randomized from cycle to cycle. If a randomized capacitance
value is desired, a random sequence of bits, BxByBz, may be
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generated such that:

Cd = Bx ∗ Cx + By ∗ Cy + Bz ∗ Cz + Ca (5)

where, Ca is a fixed capacitor to ensure uninterrupted opera-
tion of the cryptographic module and capacitors Cx , Cy, and
Cz are used to generate a randomized capacitance value added
to Ca. An enable signal may also be included for the purpose
of saving power. When the countermeasure is enabled, the
decoupling module will generate a periodic clock signal,
clk_m, that controls MSW . As clk_m is toggled, the system
passes through alternating charge and discharge cycles.When
the countermeasure is disabled,MSW may be held either high
or low. If the signal is held low, the cryptographic module
will operate without decoupling. If the signal is held high, the
cryptographic module will be disabled.

During the discharge phase of operation, clk_m is high and
MSW is turned off, decoupling the power supply from the
functional module. In this phase, the cryptographic module is
powered solely by the total decoupling capacitance Cd . Only
a small amount of directly leaked information will be present
at traces collected at the power supply pin when the system is
in this state.

When clk_m becomes low,MSW is turned on and the system
enters the charge phase. The dominant feature of traces col-
lected at this point will be the charging profile of the currently
connected capacitance formingCd . The act of randomly vary-
ing Cd serves to mix and hide any information regarding the
data processed during previous discharge phases that may be
indirectly leaked through uneven charging profiles.

FIGURE 8. General full decoupling architecture using NMOS gate
capacitors.

B. FULL DECOUPLING
The partial decoupling countermeasure presented can be
modified to create a full decoupling architecture as shown in
Fig. 8.While the full decoupling architecture incurs increased
area overhead from additional capacitive elements and greater

design complexity, it also offers increased data security by
removing the direct connection between the power supply and
cryptographic module previously present during the charge
phase.
The full decoupling architecture contains two primary

capacitors, Ca1 and Ca2, which pass through complementary
charge and discharge phases. This allows for the full decou-
pling of the cryptographic module from VDD. The charg-
ing and discharging of Ca1 and Ca2 are handled by control
signals clk_a1 and clk_a2. Similar to the partial decoupling
countermeasure, a small randomized capacitance, denoted by
Cr , may also be included to distort any cumulative leaked
information related to data processed during previous charge
and discharge phases. The addition of Cr to Ca1 or Ca2 is
managed by clk_r.
Note that clk_a1 and clk_a2 should share a short overlap

period or clk_m should briefly establish a direct connection
when switching between charge and discharge phases to sup-
port uninterrupted operation of the cryptographic module.

C. RANDOMIZED SWITCH BOX ARCHITECTURE
The last proposed architecture extends the principle of using
multiple decoupling elements demonstrated by the full decou-
pling architecture. The randomized switch box architecture
uses multiple on-chip decoupling capacitors as intermediate
power storage elements. The capacitors are charged by the
power supply and then in turn provide power to multiple func-
tional modules. The capacitors are organized into multiple
sets.While one set is charged by the power supply, another set
provides power, decoupling the internal functional modules.
Connections between the capacitors and internal functional

modules are made through a switch box element with ran-
domized connections. Both cryptographic modules handling
sensitive data and non-sensitive modules may be included
in the switch-box’s outputs. The inclusion of non-sensitive
modules increases the number of possible pairings between
capacitors and modules. This in turn adds switching noise to
the system and decreases the probability that traces collected
by an attacker at more invasive points, such as the decoupling
power capacitor terminals, will contain leaked information
related to the operations being performed by sensitive mod-
ules. A general block diagram of the architecture is shown
in Fig. 9.
The general architecture presented contains a charge cycle

control module responsible for handling connections. The
roles of the generated signal groups (L, N , and M ) are to
connect capacitor sets to the power supply, discharge capac-
itors, and manage connections inside the switch box respec-
tively. For the case presented, L corresponds to the number of
desired capacitor sets, N corresponds to the number of indi-
vidual capacitors, and M is determined by both the number
of capacitors grouped in a set and the number of modules
included as switch box outputs. Performing a fixed discharge
of the capacitors serves to prevent the leakage of side-channel
information from previous cycles through uneven charging
profiles and charge sharing between capacitors [6]. Similar
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FIGURE 9. General randomized switch box architecture.

to the full decoupling architecture, a slight overlap should be
in place when switching control signals to prevent a loss of
power to the functional modules.

In practice, the functionality of the charge cycle control
module may be handled at either the operating system level
or through dedicated hardware. The switch box and multi-
ple capacitors give this architecture the flexibility needed to
implement multiple decoupling schemes.

D. FEASIBILITY ANALYSIS
In this section we consider the feasiblity of implementing
the proposed decoupling architectures in the 65 nm TSMC
CMOS process. For this analysis, a standard value of 1.0 V
is assumed for VDD. The practicality of the proposed coun-
termeasures are related to the maximum, Im, and average,
Ia, current consumption of the cryptographic module to be
protected, the size of the PMOS switches, and the implemen-
tation and size of the on-chip decoupling capacitive elements.

First, we address the size of the PMOS switches by deriving
a width equation. One of the primary concerns is the voltage
drop resulting from the equivalent on resistance of the PMOS
transistors. The resistance of an individual switch can be
modeled as [32]:

RSW = 2Ru/WSW (6)

where, RSW is the resistance of the PMOS switch, Ru is
the unit resistance of the technology assuming a transistor
with minimum dimensions, and WSW is the width of the
PMOS switch. Designing for a minimum voltage value of
VDDmin = 0.8 V, the maximum allowable voltage drop
becomes 1VSW = 0.2 V. The actual desired voltage drop,
δV , however, should be lower to allow for a full charge on
the decoupling capacitors (i.e. 1VSW = δV << 0.2 V.).
The desired width of the switch can then be approximated by:

WSW

WMIN
=

(2Ru ∗ Im)
δV

(7)

For ease of calculation, we consider the unit resistance
Ru = 10 k�, which is a high margin for the 65 nm pro-
cess. Furthermore, assuming δV = 0.2 V and a maximum
current value of Im = 1 mA, the corresponding width of
the switch can be calculated as 12 µm. Protecting small
cryptographic modules with low peak power consumption
will further reduce the size of the PMOS switch.
Secondly, we consider the implementation of the on-chip

decoupling capacitive elements. While several options exist
for implementing capacitors in conventional CMOS pro-
cesses, NMOS capacitors have been chosen due to their com-
paritively high ratio of capacitance to area [32]. As we desire
to keep the voltage range defined by VDD and VDDmin small,
the non-linear gate controlled capacitance is not a primary
concern. The slightly fluctuating capacitance, in actuality,
helps to flatten the current consumption at the power supply
pin in certain circumstances [21]. As the current consump-
tion of connected modules varies, the voltage drop across
the PMOS switches also changes accordingly. This in turn
changes the voltage at the terminals of the NMOS gate capac-
itors, resulting in a fluctuating capacitance which helps flatten
the current observed at the power supply pin. An example is
shown in Fig. 10 for the partial decoupling system.

FIGURE 10. Waveforms for clk_m, VDD flattened, VDD standard,
and Cd to show flattening effect of NMOS gate capacitors.

The waveforms in Fig. 10 show the switch control signal
clk_m, the flattened current observed at the power supply
with the NMOS gate capacitors in place, the current from
an unprotected power supply, and the fluctuating capacitance
resulting from the changing voltage level at the NMOS gate.
Note that sharp peaks are observed for the unprotected power
supply waveform.
To determine the size of the required decoupling capaci-

tance, Cd , (8) can be used, where τd is the discharge time
from VDD to VDDmin. As an example, assuming an even duty
cycle and a target switching frequency of 10 MHz, τd would
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be 50 ns.

Cd =
Ia ∗ τd

VDD ∗ ln(
VDD
VDDmin

)
(8)

Assuming that the NMOS gate capacitors will be operating
in the strong inversion region, their gate capacitance can be
calculated as [32]:

Cd = Cg = Cpermicron ∗W (9)

where, Cg is the overall gate capacitance of the NMOS tran-
sistor, Cpermicron is the capacitance per micron of width with
the minimum process length, and W is the gate width in
microns.

As the SubBytes module was selected as the CPA target,
initial simulations were performed to examine the module’s
expected current consumption. It was found that a value of
Ia = 0.1 mA was sufficient to account for both the average
current consumption of the module and the transient spikes
observed on transitions. Using (8) with a target decoupling
frequency of 10 MHz for the clock controlling the charge and
discharge phases and assuming an even duty cycle, a required
capacitance value of 22 pF was calculated for each primary
decoupling capacitor. Based on (9) with a value of 1 fF/µm
for Cpermicron and a minimum process length of 65 nm, the
corresponding area is a square NMOS structure of 37.8 µm
X 37.8 µm. To account for the process limits on width and
length, the dimensions were adjusted to 72 µm X 20 µm.

Based on the experimental calculations and considering
(7)–(9), it can be seen that the proposed countermeasure
architectures are best suited to protecting individual crypto-
graphic modules with low average current consumption. This
reduces the size of both the needed switches and decoupling
capacitances. The size of the decoupling capacitors may also
be reduced by using a fast switching frequency to decrease τd .
Note that when dealing with a large module exhibiting high
current consumption, the randomized switch box architecture
could be used to isolate individual operations as sub-modules
for protection to reduce the needed decoupling capacitance.

V. RESULTS
In order to validate the proposed system architectures, initial
results were obtained through simulation. Test benches were
developed for each architecture protecting the vulnerable
SubBytes module. This section first provides a brief outline
of the simulated test benches followed by an analysis of the
collected traces. A brief summary of the results concludes the
section.

To evaluate the performance of each proposed architecture,
the Success Value Indicator (SVI) proposed in [25] is used.
The SVI is calculated using (10), where ipc is the height of
the spike corresponding to the correct value of the secret
key and ipw is the maximum spike for all other possible,
incorrect key values. Note that a negative SVI value indicates
an unsuccessful attack.

SVI = ipc − ipw (10)

A. ARCHITECTURE TEST BENCHES
All test bench systems were simulated using a decoupling
frequency of 10 MHz, as outlined in the feasibility analysis.
Traces were collected at the power supply, VDD, as well
as the capacitor terminals to account for the possibility of
more invasive attacks. A set of 2000 known plaintexts were
processed for each test bench with a fixed key value. The
same inputs were used for all test benches to provide an equal
comparison. The SubBytes module was run at a frequency
of 100 MHz to process multiple inputs per charge/discharge
cycle. A fixed strobe period was used to generate exact results
at each sampling point.

FIGURE 11. Test bench system for proposed partial decoupling
architecture.

The test benches used for the partial and full decoupling
architectures are similar to the general architectures shown
in Figs. 7 and 8 respectively. The test bench for the partial
decoupling architecture is shown in Fig. 11 as an example.
The control signals for the random capacitors, Cx_Control,
Cy_Control, and Cz_Control, were randomly generated. The
inputs provided to the SubBytes module were the results
of a software XOR between the initially generated plain-
texts and the chosen key value. The test bench for the
full decoupling architecture was configured in an identical
fashion.
The test bench for the randomized switch box architecture

is slightly more complex. The test bench contains a total of
eight decoupling capacitors numbered fromC0 toC7 and four
functional modules. The capacitors are grouped into two sets
(C0 to C3 and C4 to C7). The sets alternate between being
charged and providing power to the functional modules. In
the set providing power, one capacitor is connected to each
individual functional module through the switch box. A block
diagram of the switch box architecture test bench is presented
in Fig. 12.

Two of the functional modules, AddRoundKey and
SubBytes, handle sensitive information. The initial plaintext
and key values are provided to the AddRoundKey module
which creates the inputs for the SubBytes module as shown
previously in Fig. 1. Load1 and Load2 are simple switching
loads meant to represent the inclusion of modules handling
non-sensitive information among the switch box’s outputs.
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FIGURE 12. Test bench system for proposed randomized switch
box architecture.

FIGURE 13. CPA results for partial decoupling test bench.
(a) Power supply. (b) Terminal of Ca, NMOS gate capacitors.

Periodic switching inputs are used to generate activity on the
loads over the simulation run-time.

Connections in the randomized switch box architecture test
bench are managed by a charge cycle control module through
three distinct signal groups identified as SwitchControl1,
SwitchControl2, and DischargeControl. SwitchControl2
controls the connections made between individual capacitors
and functional modules through the switch box module.
DischargeControl is used to introduce a short discharge
period when switching between capacitor sets. Lastly,
SwitchControl1 is used to toggle between the capacitor set
powering the functional modules and the capacitor set being
charged by the power supply. Note that the DischargeControl
signal and discharge phase may be omitted if desired to
remove some power overhead from the system.

B. PARTIAL DECOUPLING RESULTS
The results at the power supply pin are considered first.
It was found that the partial decoupling architecture was able
to defeat the CPAwhen attacked at the power supply pin using
the 2000 collected traces. If performing amore invasive attack
and assuming access to the on-chip capacitors, however, we

found that an attack was still possible. At 1900 traces, the
correct key value was briefly determined. The CPA results
at the power supply and capacitor terminal are presented in
Fig. 13(a) and (b) respectively. Note that the spike for the cor-
rect key observed at the capacitor terminal is still very small,
which indicates that the noise from a physical implementation
may help obscure the correct value.

FIGURE 14. CPA results for partial decoupling test bench at
capacitor Ca. (a) NMOS gate capacitors. (b) Standard capacitive
elements.

FIGURE 15. Calculated SVI values as traces are varied at the
terminal of Ca for partial decoupling test bench.

In order to observe the benefits of the fluctuating capaci-
tance value of the NMOS gate capacitors, an additional sim-
ulation was performed for the partial decoupling test bench
using standard capacitive elements. It was found that the
invasive attack at the terminal of Ca was more successful,
with a noted spike observed for the correct key value using
2000 traces. The standard capacitors were consistently found
to be more vulnerable than the NMOS gate capacitors for this
architecture as the number of traces used in the analysis was
varied. A comparison between the CPA results using NMOS
gate capacitors and standard capacitive elements is shown
in Fig. 14. The corresponding SVI chart comparing the two
capacitor types as the number of traces used in the analysis is
varied is shown in Fig. 15.
Overall, the proposed partial decoupling architecture pro-

vides a low complexity and low overhead means of adding
PAA resistance, successfully defending against a CPA attack
performed at the power supply. If more invasive attacks are
possible, the partial decoupling architecture still exhibits a
potential vulnerability at the capacitor terminal due to the
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FIGURE 16. CPA results for the full decoupling test bench.
(a) Results at power supply. (b) Results at terminal of capacitor
Ca1. (c) Results at terminal of capacitor Ca2.

FIGURE 17. Calculated SVI values as traces are varied for the full
decoupling test bench.

presence of only a single decoupling element. The full decou-
pling and switch box architectures, however, address this
point at the cost of increased design complexity and overhead.

C. FULL DECOUPLING RESULTS
The results obtained for the full decoupling architecture,
were, in general, improved from those observed for the par-
tial decoupling architecture. The CPA at the power supply
pin was prevented with a greater negative SVI calculated,
indicating increased data security. The resistance to more
invasive attacks targeting the terminals of the on-chip decou-
pling capacitors was improved as well. While a CPA was still
possible at the terminal ofCa1 at 1900 traces, the CPAwas not
successful at Ca2. The CPA results at Ca2 were found to show
resistance largely equivalent to that observed at the power
supply. The CPA results for the full decoupling architecture
using 2000 traces may be seen in Fig. 16. The results at the
power supply, the terminal of Ca1, and the terminal of Ca2 are
shown in Fig. 16(a)–(c) respectively. The calculated SVI as
traces are varied is presented in Fig. 17 for all three attacked
points.

Overall, the full decoupling architecture offers greater data
security at the cost of a slight increase in complexity and

area overhead from the additional NMOS gate capacitor. The
results also indicate that the addition of a larger number of
on-chip decoupling capacitors with more frequently adjusted
connections helps to reduce the effectiveness of more invasive
attacks conducted at the capacitor terminals. This observa-
tion is consistent with the results presented in the following
section for the randomized switch box architecture.

D. RANDOMIZED SWITCH BOX RESULTS
As an initial note, it was determined through experimenta-
tion that the decoupling capacitance values could be reduced
to 15 pF for the randomized switch box test bench. To
account for the process limits, each capacitor was sized to be
48.75 µm X 20 µm.

FIGURE 18. CPA results for the randomized switch box test
bench. (a) Results at power supply. (b) Results at terminal of
capacitor C4.

Similar to the partial and full decoupling architectures, the
CPA was unsuccessful using the 2000 traces collected at the
power supply. An improvement in security at the decoupling
capacitors was also noted compared to both of the previ-
ous simulated architectures. While the CPA was previously
successful at some of the capacitor terminals for the partial
and full decoupling test benches, the randomized switch box
architecture resisted the CPA at all capacitor terminals. The
additional decorrelation added from the shuffled connections
decreases the probability that traces collected at the terminal
of an individual capacitor will contain information related
to sensitive data. For brevity and clarity, results are only
presented for selected capacitors. The CPA results for both the
power supply and the terminal of capacitor C4 are presented
in Fig. 18. It can be seen that the calculated correlation
coefficients are fairly scattered at both attacked points with
no strong individual spike.
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FIGURE 19. Calculated SVI for varying traces for randomized
switch box test bench. (a) Power supply. (b) Terminal of
capacitor C4.

The next aspect considered was the effect of the fixed
discharge at 10 MHz. While some difference between the
results with and without the fixed discharge were noted, the
effect of the more frequently changed connections was more
dominant. Additionally, it was also found that there was not
a sharp difference between the test bench implemented using
NMOS gate capacitors and the test bench implemented using
standard capacitive elements. The SVI trends comparing the
effects of the fixed discharge and the capacitor type are
presented in Fig. 19. The results at the power supply and at
the terminal of C4 are shown Fig. 19(a) and (b) respectively.
Similar SVI trends were observed at the terminals of the other
decoupling capacitors.

E. RESULTS SUMMARY
Several key comparisons between the results obtained for the
proposed architectures are outlined in Table 1. We focus on
the area overhead associated with the decoupling capacitors,
the SVI for each architecture at the power supply, and the
peak SVI observed for an invasive attack at the decoupling
capacitor terminals. The values in Table 1 assumeNMOS gate
capacitors and the use of all 2000 collected traces in the CPA
attack.

TABLE 1. Results summary using 2000 traces.

It can be seen that both the full decoupling architecture
and randomized switch box architecture offer noticeably
increased data security at the power supply pin compared to
the partial decoupling architecture. Based on the SVI, secu-
rity benefits of approximately 65% and 55% were achieved
when compared to the partial decoupling architecture. As a

trade-off, the area required for the decoupling NMOS gate
capacitors also increased by approximately 50% and 81%
respectively.
In addition, it was noted that increasing the number of pos-

sible pairings between the decoupling NMOS gate capacitors
and functional modules helped to reduce the effectiveness
of more invasive attacks. An improvement of approximately
80%was achieved for the randomized switch box architecture
over both the partial and full decoupling architectures in
this category. As an additional consideration, the randomized
switch box architecture also allows a designer to split a mod-
ule into smaller, protected sub-operations. This allows the
countermeasure to be applied to larger modules with higher
current consumption.

VI. CONCLUSION
This paper has presented three on-chip nanoscale circuit
level architectures meant to increase data security to PAA.
All of the architectures presented are designed to be algorithm
independent. As PAA have been shown to be effective on
both algorithms designed for constrained platforms, such as
the TEA, to the more widely adopted AES, the proposed
architectures could be included in a variety of platforms as a
low complexity means of adding data security. The architec-
tures presented consist of a partial decoupling architecture,
a full decoupling architecture, and a randomized switch box
architecture. Each architecture uses NMOS gate capacitors
as decoupling elements to isolate internal modules handling
sensitive data from the external power supply commonly
targeted by PAA.
Based on the feasibility analysis it can be seen that the

proposed architectures are best suited to protecting individual
modules with low current consumption to reduce the size of
the decoupling capacitors. The different architectures allow
a designer to adjust the trade-off between the added security
and the incurred overheads depending on the target platform.
Based on the calculated SVI values, the full decoupling archi-
tecture and randomized switch box architecture offered data
security improvements of approximately 65% and 55% when
compared to the partial decoupling architecture, with corre-
sponding capacitor area increases of 50% and 81% respec-
tively. In regards to more invasive attacks, the randomized
switch box architecture was found to be far more secure, with
SVI improvements of over 80% compared to the other two
architectures. It was also the only architecture to prevent the
CPA at all capacitor terminals.
With this in mind, the partial decoupling architecture is

likely best suited for systems with strict area constraints.
Otherwise, the full decoupling architecture offers large secu-
rity benefits with comparitively low additional area overhead
and design complexity. Should more invasive PAA be a con-
cern, the randomized switch box architecture should be used.
It should also be noted that the randomized switch box
architecture allows a designer greater flexibility as mul-
tiple sub-modules may be included in the switch box
outputs.
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